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I. BACKGROUND

fhe study on "The Education of Adults in New York in the Last
Quarter of the Twentieth Century" that Commissioner Nyquiit asked meto undertake began on July 1. The purpose of the study, as indicatedin the Project Statement that was approved as the basis far the effort,
was to determine what public policies and programs Should be adopted
to help Meet the edu ational

requirements of adults in the next quarterof _the century and o deal with problems listedin the Statement underthe following he pi' '1,The Nation's Values", "Public Affairs
Education", !Occupational Education", "Self-Fulfillment", and "PopulationChanges".

//

My assistant, Dr. Lucy Comly, and I began _immediately on the
Proposed-first phase which was to refine and sharpen the issues to bestudied. Our efforts were directed at finding out what has been and
s being done in adult education, and what the future needil seem to be.

For this purpose, we interviewed about two hundred people in personor by telephone, sixtyEducation
Department staff, and the rest persons

knowledgeable about adult education both in New York and on the national
level. We also read a large number of articles, books and reports on allaspects of adult education. The purpose of this report is to summarize
the results of these initial explorations and indicate the directions wewill be moving in the next few months.
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II. INITIAL OBSERVATIONS

Our first major conclusion is that the concept suggested by the

term "lifelong learning" will be a central concern of education in the

future. If this is correct, the concept of the "University of the State

of Jew York" has more significance now than ever before in its history,

for \ifelong learning requires the involvement of all the components of

the U iversity public, private and proprietary schools, SUNY, CUNY,

and the rivate colleges and universities, libraries, museums, educational

and cultu 1 agencies and the public media. In addition, it requires

the involvement of educating agencies outside the University's- jurisdiction

such as industry, the military, community organizations of all kinds, and

the commercial media.

11
Lifelong' learning takes in-a wide range of activities - everything

from special programs for high school dropouts, to full-time degree programs

for persons, seeking second-channeopportunities, to continuing education

courses for professionals, to self--planned independent study projects.

In fact, when asked to state what we mean by "adult education's,* we have

said that it refei.s tio all educational activities of persons beyond the

age of compulsory schooling who are not full-time students taking a normal

sequence of programs in a traditional school, college or university.

* Other terms used in addition to "adult education" and "lifelong learning"
are "continuing education", "recurrent education", "permanent education",
and "non-traditional studies". Each of these terms may have a somewhat
different connotation, depending upon the use by the particular author,
but for our purposes they can be considered equivalent.
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Partially as a resultof t'te increasing proportion of adults in

our population, and partially Lecause of the growing awareness of the

need for lifelong learning, there has been a recent spate of reports,

articles and studies on adults as learners. Some have been the product

of commissions, many with very distinguished members, while others have

been the work of individuals. They c'ntain data on past and present

adult education, analyses of adults as learners, and innumerable recom-

mendations for making lifelong learning a reality. We have been putting

together selected passages from some of these documents for anyone

interested in getting a quick overview of what is being written.

The recent Regents Position Paper on "The Articulation of Secondary

and Postsecondary Education' puts the case for lifelong learning very well:

There are even broader social change's leading us into
a society which is comprehensively co fitted to lifetime
learning. This is an era in which learning will be at
or_nfar the center of activity for a
of most individual's lives and will h
on many functions of society. This s
requires a rethinking of all former r

a recognition that each secondary, co
collegiate postsecondary educational
considered part of a single organism,

ubstantial portion
ve direct ;Influence

ate of society
lationships and
legiate, and non2-''

nstitution.be
It may be- useful

for each component of this body to concentrate upon certain.
services for which it had unique capabilities, but many of
the issues and,human needs do not lend themselves to
segmental treatment and will require imaginative and
energetic cooperative efforts: (Pages,5 - 6),

A common theme in Much of the commentary on lifelong learning is the

emphais'on, making a distinction between learning and education and between,J

education and "schooling ". A lot of Jearding and education goes on outside

of school and the older. one gets the inore this is and should be so.

Formal instruction in school or
Acollege classrooms is an important sour4

life experience, on-the-job training, the
/'

.of adult learning, but
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Mi7s1 media, and self-directed study: A concern for ways. to enhance

lifelong learning fea ecessarily Jo attention to all the ways adults

learn, not just to formal se

e This poses a problem for the Department as it considers its future

role in lifelong learning; is it an Education Department, 7ith all that

tmplie:for the range of its concerns, or is it primarily A Department

of Schools, Colleges, Libraries and Museums?

741
Another common theme is the hasis on the .diversity 'of adults

as learners. Adults di r widely in backgrounds, learning needs, learning

styles, readiness for learning, and tolerance foiformal instruction.

In4titutions catering to adult learning must recognize this diversity.

There is always a temptation to treat adults as a single group, but

this is to miss an important point about them.

Thus, in the search for appropriate policies for adult education there

must be recognition that no single olic program will meet all adult

needs. There must be options and alternatives and,. along with this,

acceptanCe of the fact that-most adults are c

decisions as to which alternatives are est or them.

The interest in adult edu

and will make the

s, as one might expiql not new.

In 1938'rhe Board of egentesponsored an.inquiry into the "Character

andsCoSt of Public. in the State of.New York", one prod of

which was a report entitled Adult EdYation, by F.W. Reeves, T. Fansler

and C.O. Houle: h of this studylis stirl valid today and we will be

endorsing some o its reco aations for action.
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Since that time the Departm rtt hAemaintained'a concern for the

adult learner, although the exigencies of State funding cause an ebb

and flow in the fortunes of programs for adults in the State.

With the initiation of such ventures as the network of public

televiGon stations, the State Library Systems, the College Proficiency

Examinations, External Degrees, Empire State College, and the Adult

Learning Centers, the State has opened new opportunities for adult

learners.

As a result in part of such efforts, the number of adult or "non-

traditional" students seems to be increasing - on this all studies agree,
ft

but the exact number involved is itself an, issue. For example, a study

ased on U.S. Census data says that nationwide there were 15 million

adults engaged in-all forms of ning activities in 1972; an ETS

study puts the number in.that year at about 32 million; a Carnegie

Commission report indicates 48 million in 1970; and there are other

estimates that go'higher, including a projectiQn by Stanley Moses that

the number in 1975 will be 80 million. Part of the problem is definitional,

but it goes beyond that to the methods used for collecting data, and ehe 1

size of survey samples. Clearly one thing that _is need4d is better data ,

on the adult student.

0444/number of adult learners, is growing in part because education-

appears to be4pddictive" - the more people have, the more they want.

Thus, as the large, post-war, mare highly educated age groupepove through

the adult years, it can be anticipated that the numbete involved in

eduCation will increase..
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At the same timehowever, there are large numbers of adults who

are not very well reached by the present adult education efforts --

generally these are less educated, lower income, older, often unemployed,

and disproportionately from minority groups. A, recent report of the

National Advisory Council on Adult Education, A Target Population in Adult

Education; is only the most recent effort to make a forceful case for the

relationship between low levels of school attainment and such other

factors as high unemploytent rates, low lifetime earningi, and lower

occupational-levels.

According to the 1970 census of the New York State population twenty

five years and older, 47 percent or nearly five million persons had less

than high sehool completion. Of these, nearly 250,000 had no schooling.

While many ofthese people are older, under present secondary school

holding rates, approximately 2 million people will reach 25 years-of age

in the next 25-years without having completed high school. Added to this

\ will be whatever migrants come into the State with less than high school

completion. Yet_in 1973 -74 there were less than 24,000 individuals

enrolled in adult basic education programs and in high school equivalency

programs.

Nothing that we have seen to date suggests that there will be

significant reductions in the numbers of individuals with less than adequate

levels of schooling without considerably greater efforts than those now

underway. Yetdn the next 25 years low levels of school attainment

will bean even greater personal, economic and social disability than in

the past. Thus, there is here an area investigation in/the

4
course of this study-.

While there are serious gaps in adult participation in education,-Ifor

those who do-participate, the range and variety of their learning experiences

S
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is also impressive, .There_spemm to be ,hardly a subject that someone

is not studying, from acupuncture to zoology, or a

being used as a learning environment - from living

from classes offered before the work day begins to

setting-whicb4is-not,

room to commuter train --'

extended periods of

on-campus study. People study to earn credentials; th

sheer pleasure of learning end for,such practical
J--

to repair their own cars or TV sets. Someople

spare moment in study, others spe only a.few

study for the

urposes as learning
4

seem to spend every
. /

hours a year in an,, organized

learning activity; but t e are apparently very few people who do not

spend some tin- ach year in planned learning activities - either'self-

direc

and his,

or in courses. In sample populations studied'by Allen Tough

associates it was found that on the average dividuals spend

700 flours per year in such self-directed 1-- ning. This is considerably

more than the 450 or so hours a time, college student spends in claps is
in a year.

We are'coll ing bripC case studies_ to illustrate these generalizations.

in addition, with grants from HEA, TtlII, several regional:projects are

doing surveys and analyses

adult education programs.

on participants and on the

of both participants andnon,participants

These surveys should'provfde valOble data

barriers to participation..

As the numbers and variety of,participants have increased, so

have the opportunities available to them. Institutiogs have been

too

remarkably responsive to the interests,of adult learners. The traditional). 1

"providers" - school districts, BOards of Cooperative Educational Services,

two.iand four-year colleges, universities, trade, technical, business and

correspondence schools - have all been, expanding their o ferings to adults.
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The mass media, particularly television, are the most potent, educating

forces in our society. Professional societies in such areas as Taw,

medicine, accounting and engineering providefor-or encourage the continuing

professional education of their members J indeed, some are pressing to

make this a mandatory requirement for relicensing. .Many employers,
,)

including government agencies and the military, provide or pay for the

education of employees. Trade associations such as the American Banking

Institute have large-scale programs. It mAY be, tbat more educetion.is'

conducted by business and industry than by all of the other educating

agencies combined.* Labor unions have negotiated employee educittliOn ,penefits,

although' the proportion of those eligible wild take 0d4antage of the,

opportunity has, as yet, been limited. The Cooperative Extension SerVice,

with'its network of field agents, provides an array of services to adults.

Community organizations such as churches, Y's, Kiwanis, and the League of

Women Voters, are additional sources. And, of course, the Education- ',

Department's Adult 'Basic Education, Proficiency Examination and External

Degrpe.Programs are significant examples of its responsiveness.
a.

_

* The Kimberly -Clerk Corporatidn has this yegr'i -iituted an interesting
employee "Educational Opportunities Plan" thit
employee_partibipation considerably. It has, t

1.. An annual educationil entitlements t
the company's annual growth in profits, which
range of educational activities..

`2. A savings plan with company and emp
which the higher of family membei

3. Paid educational leave for extende
to one year. P

as already increased
ree parts:

e amount related to
can be usedfor a broad

oyee.contribution through
can be assisted.
periods of study.for up
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'fo support these generalizations we are collectihg examoles of the'

offerings' of different types of providers, and our file is getting very

large., Several of the regional litA, 1965, Title I projects are compiling

catalogues of prow i rs and their offerings.-

/
The foregoiUg discussion suggests that, for some people, lifelong

learning/4 already a reality. They have opportunities for learning,

both formal and informal, When and where they.want them ai,a cost they/

'''Etri willing to pay; and somewhere, someplace, nearly every adult learning

need is being mat to _some, extent. But the oppoftuhities are not equally

available-to4everyonef a person upstate really does not have access to

a course offered in New York City; nor to-one that 4
7

at an inconvenient time or place; and, of course,

unknown to him there
.

is not even a possibility of

/

O
O

too costly oi'offeKed

its existence is

cess.

. ,
The foregoing obs ons have led us to conclude that there Is. .... 0

. /
..- , . .

(great deal'going*cin adult education that needs to be more Widely

AnOwnr, 'much that needs to be done to make oppoitunities fdr fifelong,
, v

. . , , , . ,
.;)le4rnin; available to all; and many, very:soud proposals for making- this

,,, , 7
'. , .

. 0 . - .

yet another set oT
: 0,

.
..... .fi

0

;
happen. What is not needed is just another study with

commendations; what is needed is a program for'action.
0

.

t f

:

i .})
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III.,- PROPOSALS FOR ACTION

We are, therefore,. proceeding to lay the foundation for a process

,

for gaining support for a set of action proposal.: We emphasize "action" /

because we are concerned with the numbef of stn ies that result in thick

report.s
/

that end up on the shelf with'no visible impact. This happens,

we believe, because much of the usual study effort'goes into gathering

data and developing long lists of recommendations, leaving little time

or energy to develop support for the recommendations and to follow through

in the complex process needed to achieve implementation. We think, that

there are enough good studies already done on which, to base a program of
,

. z /
/

action.' This is not to say that all the data pc(ssible has been collected,

nor that further analyses will not be needed. We do say that there is

enough data and enough sensible recommendations-already "on the table"

-80-port an effort to sort out which recommendations deserve implementation

and then to take the steps necessary. to see thatthey are, implemented.

We propose,

been done a small

identified in our

therefore,.to cull from all the various studies that have

set of recommendatiOns that seem 1nost to meet the needs

original study statement. The e we will put together,
v.. "

in working papers. These papers would be the starting point for a process

....----

---------

for achieving commitment to action. That p, oCest, we believe, must involve/
/

those people who can be influential/in supporting or blocking the

implementation of any recommendation. This includes representatives of

all of the providers-as well as adult learners, Legislators, the Governor's

staff and the Board of Regents.

different groups have different

D

We start with the assumption that

priorities and, conceptions of what is

7
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o e
needed. rf each- presses for its own particuTar.'vietia; little act

.

occur. What must happen as a . result of ''interaction is the negotiation
e

bf a, small set of vpropoSPls which most key groups 'acid in4yiduaj .are
' ,

willing to support. We think this can be done' through
t
a series of

1. n 4, .appfopriately designed meetings _held throughout the State. We"are `d* 4

-6xploring ideas about how such Meetings might be most. effectively cond6cfect.";,.

The goal would be a program that can be presented to the Legis.11tute'or

I 4
.

40

4

8
8

, G

Congress with -some reasonable. expectptiom that. it will be accopte .

As .4 .start, we have identified the following fivs/iisues thit m4ght'

serve Ps the focus for such discussions:

l. Financing

2., Information

3. Counseling

r

4./ Adult Learning.Goalt,.

,5.. The Roleof the Media, PSrticularly Television

0 k
N.

to

Even as we work on thip "agenda fdr-action", theie 'is, an immediate .s
4.

that can be taken which is to give increased public visibility to, the idea *

of lifelong learning. We need to make people aware that continuing.yarning' °,

is a 'necessary, important snd sptisfyingpart of adult life and that thsve

are mat)? Opportunities in New or Stare for Aea/riling and: getting h'elp4o:

finding how and where best ea learn. We s1141 be looking.tOr ways to

accomplish, this objective anda.,will ,-,ncou age others-to.do likewise.

1

I-

J

4'

-
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IV. AGENDA FOR ACTION

1. Financing,

Many of the problems in this, as in every field, come down to a matter

- of money - both how much is available and how it is distributed.. Surveys

of would-be adult learners indicate that the greatest barrier to more

participation in adult education is cost. At present, there is limited

State or Federal financing for adult part-time education. Most of what

is now done is supported by students themselves, by employers, including

the military, and by local communities. In recent years a number of

proposals for fi ncing lifelong learning have been madet- Some propose

.9-
funding tginst tutions, as general aid or for grngrams to-meet the needs

of specified t rget groups, or to deal with particular societal problems

such as health or poverty. Other proposals are based on the concept of

providing funs to individuals, leaving to them the decisions on what they
-

want to study, when and where. The Regenti/have already committed themselVes

to the eventual extension of the present tuition assistance program to part-
'

time students and to the elimination of age barriers to the use of-these

funds. Such measures will increase access to higher education forholder-
t .

ons but still leave unmet the needs of those Who need aid in addition

totui and phose who wish to undertake non-collegiate study. We are,'"'

therefore, considering ways to broaden support for the education of adults

than will more fully meet varied needs.

.We have started by summarizing a number of proposals for some form of

direct aid to students. On the basis of this analysis we are working on

a universal lifelong educational entitlement plan to guarantee access to

education-to individuals throughout their lives. Our objective is to devise

".1),
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an approachs,that will meet the following objectives:

a) Provide access to appropriate educational opportunities

at the time when an individual can best benefit from-them.

b) P avid sufficient funds to meet both essential

educational and maintenance fits

c) Provide Ihe individUal with broad options as to

the time and conditions under which tte uses his entitlement.

d) Provide for an'-equitable sharing of the costs.

e) Be economically and politically feasible, given

the competing demands for public reso rces.

\4).,1,...compatible wit nd supportive of other public

objectives such as protection of the public invest t in

existing institutions, insurintha.t_those with lesi than

minimum desirable'educational attainments are reached and

helped, and meeting the need for specific types of training,..

In order for any specific plan for the public financing of adult

education to have a chance of success, the case must be made that there

is a public interest in such.support. Many studies and reports have

presented key argumentior such a case. We are pulling these together

as part of the woAking paper an financing that would be used in the

1r .consensus building conftrences that we propose to hold.
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1

2. Information

In spite of the limitation of funds, there are, as we have noted,

f

a wide variety of adult learning opportunities. A major probleM both\ '

for the adult and the institution is finding out what is peing offered.

There just is no simple way at present for a person who wants toilet

help in learning something to find out all of the options that may be-

available, no can Ti.ly institution, including the Education Department,

ifind out who is offering what at'aby particular time. This,creates a,

problem for the would-be learner and for the provider wanting to avoid

unnecessary duplication or fill an unmet need. There is widespread

agreement among those we have consulted that this gap needitto be closed.

and some of the HEA Title I regional projects are working On.wsys to close

it in their regions. There is, however, a question as to whether such

an effort is best undertaken on a regional -basis, done centrally for the

State as a whole, or through some combination.

We are putting together information on what is being done or proposed

in this area. We intend to use it as a basis for working with a small

group of knowledgeable people to develop a specific,proposal that could"

then be oneof the working papers for the meetings suggested above.

3. Counseling

Closely related to the need for information is the need for counseling.

The 1938 Regents report says: "One of the greatest deficiencies in the

total adult education program in New York State is the almost complete

lack of adequate and satisfactory facilities for educational and vocational

guidance." (page 125) We have hardly encountered a ditsenting-voice in,our
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testing of this conclusion at it applies today. We are, therefore,

looking at what people are doing and proposing in this State and

els6rhere and including this in the Study mentioned above.

One'promisingrdevelopment, in which the State Library is participating,

is the development of the library as a community learning center. This

requires the expansion of the role of the librarian as an adult learning

advisor and the creation of an information service on learning resources

,

in the community of the kind discussed, in the preceding section.

We propose to follow the li br ary development closely and work with
\

the State Library staff and others to develop proposals for the meetings'

suggested above.

N

k

4

4
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NA.
4. Adult Learning Goals

Another area of concern is the suhitanti7 goals for adult' education.

In considering this eopic, we propose to begin hY4nvestigating the nature

and'sources 9f adult knowledge. We propose to start'this way because we

recognize after all, know and learn a great deal in many

ways: through formal education, thro \gh what might be called the ' idden

curriculum"--that delivered by thg_madia and the programs and pol
AID

s of

public and private organizatiOnsNalzhrough the process 2-- living from

day to day..

What do differing groups of adults know about any particular topic and

what effect does Chat knowledge have on their attitudes, values and behavior?

We would expect, of course, that adults in differing situations will differ

in what they know and in how they use what they know

to reflect these differences.
4 L

As we get a better underStanding of what adults know and how they learn,

we then can ask how adequate or satisfactory that.knowledge is. That leads

to the further question: adequate'or satisfactory to whom and by what

criteria? For our purposes, the "whom" is society and the criteria will be

derived from consideration of, the needs of society. For example, society

needs citizens capable of partfcip(apingjn public affairs. Do adults have

the desired knowledge, attitudes, values, and behavior? Or, if there is an

excessive amount of unemployment or crime, are these changes in adult learning

that might help to alleviate these problems?

It is only after we have begun to get answers to questions like these

that we can begin to consider:whether there are different or additional

things that some adults need to know. Those then become learning goals' fpr
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.adults and it becomes pOseible to use the information about the current

sources of adult knowledge'to determine how goals might best be achieved.

For example, should it be done through formal education or through efforts

to alter the "hidden curriculum "? The critical public policy issues are

to determine by whom and how such questions should be answered and whether

there is a role for government.

These are, obvioulsly, large and complicated issues and cannot possibly

be addressed inittallY over w ole spectrum of society's concerns. We,

therefore, pro to narrow our focus to a few key topics. With respect

to th topics, we want to find out, first, what is already being done

and by. whom. If there is not enough being done, we shall determine what

further needs to be done and how much we can do with our resources. Once

we teal-El how to proceed, it will then pe possible to treat other topics

more readily.
o

We plan to begin our investigations by looking at the matter of

adult knowledge regardingchildten and youth.

This topic is- chosen because it `links adult learning to the education

tof school and college age youth which is the major concern of the

Eduation Department. It also includes, as a subtopic,,the even more'

$ ,

. . .

specific,interest of the ment in thp relation of parents to eh

children.

:There are many youth otoblems, such as alie on, lack of motivation to

learn, and anti- social bagavior, may result in part frOm the inadequate

understanding on t rt of adults generally and parents more specifically

abo ow to help children and young people-as they grow and develop

Sftorts dtrected at adults might do more to deal with some of problems
0

of youth than efforts directed at the young seople themselves. If so, we

A

4

O



will then be able to consider whether or not there are certain learni

goals in this area that should be'a matter of public policy concer

The following are the kinds of issues that will be considered:

1. Is there some minimum level of knowledge and skill regarding

"the young that adults and parents should have? This question

leads to a consideration of the meaning of adult minimum

competencies that inight prove more productive than the present

use of high school graduation or its equivalent as the measure.

By this measure, nearly half of the adult population of New

York State has not reached the minimum and additional thousands

every year who fail to complete high schpol will similarly fail

to measure up. However, many of moose who fail to graduate may

nevertheless have the competencies needed to perform adequately, t,

while some high school graduates may 1,c.k such competencies.

Such considerations h led to efforts to define and measure-

minimum adult competencies by other means. We will studythese

developments for their implications for the approach we 'impose

to follow. If it should turn out that the numbers of adults

with less than the miniMum.campetencies.are very large, while

the numbers being servedbyresent programs are _77,11,

shall explore alternative ways of helping people reach the

necessa levels.

2. Are there goal that are of such general importance that of its

.should be exerted m?sdallahelp l adults achieve the
,

\ b
r

3. Are tbere things that p fessionals who de6,with children and..A.
, __J. ..--.

young people, particularly p essionals licensed and relicensed

by the EducatiojDepartment, sho know in'order to be licensed

t
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and relicensed? The questions of requirements for licensed

professionals and of mandating continuing education for relieensing

. -----
are under study by the Office of Deputy C ssioner for :Higher

and Professional Education. We would hope th t our investigation

might be helpful to that office.

oon as we have established a procedure that is producti e in getting

answers o the questions of adult learning goals and the related public policy

issues, w- then propose to undertake a similar examination in the following ,

areas of -dult learning:

a. ublic Affairs, asking such questions as what do adults know about

t e various agencies of goveraMent; what are the sources of their

k owledge?

b. 0 cuoations, asking such questioneas what do adults who need or

want a change of jobs or careers know about how to do so?

c. The Elderl, asking, such questions as what do-younger adults know

about older adults? This Will be a parallel investigation to the

first one on adult knowledge about children and youth..

We would hope to enlist many people from many 'differing disciplinA 4n the

explorations that we have-Outlined.
4

5. The Role of Particularly Television

/The major educational influence on adults today is television. Iti impact'

on thg daily,lives of most peoples ce aim y exceeds that of.any other medium

and'it is a major deliverer of the "hidden curriculum" mentioned earlier. We

propose, herefore, to focus special

"hid

/den
on role of televisionsas we

examine adult learning. We want to see what it now does and then consider whether

there are any things that it might do differently. We propose to look at both

public and commeicial television as well as to consider t

4'

otential impact of
_--"
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cable television. Our focus here as throughout this study will by on the

pubic policy issues, including haw, if at all, a state agency should try

-,to influence what is presented on television.

V --Time t able

In the preceeding section, we have set forth an agenda. From now

through February we will be developing the working papers that will be used

as the starting point for meetings throughout the State during March, April

and May. By the end-of May we hope that we will have obtained consensus among
rL

all interested_groups,on a small number of proposals for consideration by the

BOard of Regents and, where appropriate, by the 1976 Legistature. We also

expect to kno* by-then where more work is needed on the issues we'Thave identified

above and what additional issues should be on our agenda for next year. A

related outcome should be commitments to study and action by others wherever they

identify a role fa'. thtMselves.NC

The ultimate outcome off' these endeavors should be the support of a network

of services that will make-the State of New York a "learning society". It is

our firm conviction that our society, education generally, and the university of

the State of New York stand on the threshold of a major development. If we have
Y

the will and determination t
capitalize onall that has happened until now, weo,.f

Ican make actimepartidipation
in learning.a vital part of the life of most

individuals in our society, and the support of that learning can become one of

the most important-enterpries in the State.


